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Quick overview of networkQuick overview of network--
constrained electricity modelsconstrained electricity models

Demand

People use some amount 
of electricity at market 
prices.

Usually the higher the price, the 
less they choose to consume.

Supply

Power plants generate 
electricity at some cost and 
sell it at market prices.

Firms set output to maximize profits 
subject to market conditions.

Market structure

Firms might favorably 
influence prices with their 
own output decisions.

Generally, more market power means 
less production and higher prices and 
profits. Firms benefit, consumers lose.

Network structure

Energy cannot be directed 
between producers and 
consumers.

Power flows resulting from production 
and consumption must obey the laws 

of physics as well as be within the 
thermal constraints of the lines.



Quick overview of networkQuick overview of network--
constrained electricity modelsconstrained electricity models

Consumption decisions are made on the basis Consumption decisions are made on the basis 
of priceof price
Production decisions are made on the basis of Production decisions are made on the basis of 
(expected) price(expected) price
Net injections at network nodes determine Net injections at network nodes determine 
power flows and losses (by Kirchhoffpower flows and losses (by Kirchhoff’’s current s current 
and voltage laws) on each lineand voltage laws) on each line
Constraints on generation and transmission Constraints on generation and transmission 
capacity must holdcapacity must hold
Total production = Total consumption (+ Losses)Total production = Total consumption (+ Losses)



Quick overview of networkQuick overview of network--
constrained electricity modelsconstrained electricity models

Prices adjust to equate supply and Prices adjust to equate supply and 
demand within the physical and economic demand within the physical and economic 
constraints (equilibrium)constraints (equilibrium)
One node One node –– one price (nodal pricing)one price (nodal pricing)
More applicable to regional marketsMore applicable to regional markets
””InterestingInteresting”” results due toresults due to

market structure andmarket structure and
network structurenetwork structure



DemandDemand

Need a wellNeed a well--defined demand function at defined demand function at 
country nodescountry nodes
Time, day, season should be decided onTime, day, season should be decided on
Gross or net demand?Gross or net demand?
Regulated and competitive sector Regulated and competitive sector 
separately?separately?
Functional form (linear, constant elasticity)Functional form (linear, constant elasticity)
Calculated or estimatedCalculated or estimated



Constructing a linear demand Constructing a linear demand 
function from one observationfunction from one observation

QQ((pp) = ) = aa –– bb ×× pp
QQoo = 7065.6 MWh= 7065.6 MWh
ppoo = 134.8 = 134.8 €€/MWh/MWh
εε = 0.1 (price elasticity)= 0.1 (price elasticity)
εε = d= dQQ/d/dpp ×× ppoo / / QQoo

bb = d= dQQ/d/dpp = 5.242= 5.242
a = Qa = Qoo + b + b ×× ppoo == 7772.27772.2
QQ((pp) = 7772.2 ) = 7772.2 –– 5.242 5.242 ×× pp

p (€/MWh)

Q (MWh)
7065.6

134.8



Estimating a linear demand Estimating a linear demand 
function from many observationsfunction from many observations
Strong restrictions Strong restrictions 
on dataon data
Hard to find enough Hard to find enough 
datadata
Variation in prices Variation in prices 
necessarynecessary
(Most likely not (Most likely not 
applicable)applicable)

p (€/MWh)

Q (MWh)



SupplySupply
WellWell--defined cost functions needed for all defined cost functions needed for all 
generating units at all nodesgenerating units at all nodes
Individual power plant blocks as natural Individual power plant blocks as natural 
generating unitsgenerating units
The issue of joint ownershipThe issue of joint ownership
Gross or net supply?Gross or net supply?
Information on preInformation on pre--committed generation committed generation 
necessarynecessary
Functional form: convex, (piecewise) quadraticFunctional form: convex, (piecewise) quadratic
Data acquisition challengingData acquisition challenging



Constructing a Constructing a quadraticquadratic cost cost 
function with little datafunction with little data

Data requirement:Data requirement:
min&max generation level (min&max generation level (QQmin min , , QQmaxmax))
fixed cost of operation (fixed cost of operation (FF))
linear inverse linear inverse fuel efficiency fuel efficiency functionfunction ((δδ((QQ))))
fuel price (fuel price (ppff))

Cost function:Cost function:
cc((QQ) = 0) = 0 if if QQ < < QQminmin

cc((QQ)) == FF + + QQ ×× δδ((QQ)) ×× ppff if if QQminmin ≤≤ QQ ≤≤ QQmaxmax



Constructing a Constructing a quadraticquadratic cost function cost function 
with little datawith little data (Example)(Example)

QQminmin = 50 MW, = 50 MW, QQmaxmax = 400 MW= 400 MW
FF = = 22000 000 €€ , , ppff = 194.76 = 194.76 €€/toe (natural gas, CZ 2003)/toe (natural gas, CZ 2003)
δδ ((QQ) = 2.29 + 4.29 ) = 2.29 + 4.29 ×× 1010--44 ×× QQ

fuel eff. = 0.4 fuel eff. = 0.4 if if QQ = 50 , fuel eff. = 0.25 if = 50 , fuel eff. = 0.25 if QQ = 400= 400
cc((QQ) = 4094 + 38.28) = 4094 + 38.28 ×× QQ + 0.0718 + 0.0718 ×× QQ22 if 50 if 50 ≤≤ QQ ≤≤ 400 400 

c(Q) (€/MWh)

Q (MWh)
4094

40050

28,800

S(Q) (€/MWh)

Q (MWh)

45.6

40050

95.7



Market structure: participantsMarket structure: participants

Market participants (on supplyMarket participants (on supply--side) side) 
differ in their (perceived) ability to alter differ in their (perceived) ability to alter 
market pricesmarket prices

1.1. Competitive (small) producersCompetitive (small) producers
maximize profits taking prices as givenmaximize profits taking prices as given
increase production if market price is above increase production if market price is above 
marginal cost (and vice versa)marginal cost (and vice versa)
supply functions can be aggregated at each supply functions can be aggregated at each 
nodenode



Market structure: participantsMarket structure: participants
2.2. Strategic (large) producersStrategic (large) producers

recognize the effect of output decisions on market recognize the effect of output decisions on market 
pricesprices
manipulate prices to maximize the total profits of the manipulate prices to maximize the total profits of the 
companycompany
strategic behavior often modeled as:strategic behavior often modeled as:

•• CournotCournot--oligopolyoligopoly: firms take the output decisions of other : firms take the output decisions of other 
strategic producers as given, while taking into account the strategic producers as given, while taking into account the 
reaction of the competitive fringe. Prices are determined by reaction of the competitive fringe. Prices are determined by 
demanddemand--supply equilibriumsupply equilibrium (and correct beliefs)(and correct beliefs)..

•• Conjectural variation assumptionConjectural variation assumption: firms have beliefs about the : firms have beliefs about the 
direct effect of output decisions on prices and maximize profitsdirect effect of output decisions on prices and maximize profits
using those beliefs. Besides the competitive fringe, reaction frusing those beliefs. Besides the competitive fringe, reaction from om 
strategic producers can also be incorporated. Simpler solution, strategic producers can also be incorporated. Simpler solution, 
but lots of parameter values needed from no obvious data source.but lots of parameter values needed from no obvious data source.



Market structure: participantsMarket structure: participants

3.3. StateState--owned producers (of all sizes)owned producers (of all sizes)
not necessarily profitnot necessarily profit--maximizersmaximizers
especially problematic if stateespecially problematic if state--owned sector owned sector 
is dominantis dominant
Modeling possibilities depending on the Modeling possibilities depending on the 
extent of stateextent of state--ownership:ownership:
•• as competitive producers, if smallas competitive producers, if small
•• as strategic players, if middleas strategic players, if middle--sizedsized
•• as competitive (or otherwise optimally regulated), as competitive (or otherwise optimally regulated), 

if dominantif dominant



Market structure: other issuesMarket structure: other issues

Treatment of PPAsTreatment of PPAs
as exogenous quantitiesas exogenous quantities

•• price data not necessaryprice data not necessary

as virtual generation capacityas virtual generation capacity
•• used to satisfy consumer demand at the regulated priceused to satisfy consumer demand at the regulated price, , 
•• left idle to tighten the supplyleft idle to tighten the supply--side, side, or or 
•• sold on the sold on the free free market (market (in case the regulated and the freein case the regulated and the free--

market demand is separately modeledmarket demand is separately modeled))
•• price data on contracts needed! (unlikely to be available)price data on contracts needed! (unlikely to be available)

Role of the single wholesaler with generation Role of the single wholesaler with generation 
capacitycapacity



Market structure: other issuesMarket structure: other issues

Role of traders Role of traders 
ensure efficiency (noensure efficiency (no--arbitrage condition)arbitrage condition)

Mandatory dispatch / green energy Mandatory dispatch / green energy 
prepre--committed generation at regulated pricecommitted generation at regulated price

CHP plantsCHP plants
competitive players or mandatory dispatch?competitive players or mandatory dispatch?

Intertemporal optimization (hydro storage)Intertemporal optimization (hydro storage)
might be too complicated to modelmight be too complicated to model



Network structure: DC load flowNetwork structure: DC load flow
modelmodel

KirchhoffKirchhoff’’s current law (power balance at each node)s current law (power balance at each node)
production + incoming power = consumption + outgoing powerproduction + incoming power = consumption + outgoing power

KirchhoffKirchhoff’’s voltage law s voltage law 
power distributes itself between power distributes itself between AA and and BB on all parallel paths on all parallel paths 
equating marginal losses on all pathsequating marginal losses on all paths

Linear approximation of the AC power systemLinear approximation of the AC power system
losses are quadratic in line flows, but usually disregardedlosses are quadratic in line flows, but usually disregarded

Necessary input dataNecessary input data
network topology (lines and nodes)network topology (lines and nodes)
physical characteristics of the lines (resistance/reactance, physical characteristics of the lines (resistance/reactance, 
thermal limits)thermal limits)
(net injections at each node)(net injections at each node)



The effect of network structureThe effect of network structure

p2

p1 p3

No constraints, no loops

p1 = p2 = p3

p2

p3

Constrained line, no loops

p2 < p1 = p3

p1



The effect of network structureThe effect of network structure

p2

p1 p3

No constraints, loop-flows

p1 = p2 = p3

p2

p3

Constrained line, loop-flows

p2 + p3 = 2p1

p1 ≠ p2 ≠ p3

p1



Network structure: other issuesNetwork structure: other issues

Links to markets outside the regionLinks to markets outside the region
Germany, Ukraine (Belarus, Croatia, Switzerland?)Germany, Ukraine (Belarus, Croatia, Switzerland?)

Transmission lossesTransmission losses
should probably be disregardedshould probably be disregarded

Role of transit across the regionRole of transit across the region
secondary status (only uses free capacity)secondary status (only uses free capacity)
exogenous limitation on transmission capacityexogenous limitation on transmission capacity

Mechanisms to allocate transmission rightsMechanisms to allocate transmission rights
first approach: efficient allocationfirst approach: efficient allocation
strategic bidding in capacity allocation auctions?strategic bidding in capacity allocation auctions?



Data acquisition strategyData acquisition strategy

DemandDemand
published consumption data (regulators, ISO)published consumption data (regulators, ISO)
““educated guesseducated guess”” about demand elasticityabout demand elasticity

Location and ownership structureLocation and ownership structure
public reports by regulators, industry analystspublic reports by regulators, industry analysts

Cost functionsCost functions
consultation with engineers, industry analystsconsultation with engineers, industry analysts
data from costdata from cost--based regulation era (regulators)based regulation era (regulators)
fuel price datafuel price data



Data acquisition strategyData acquisition strategy

Network characteristics (reactance, capacity)Network characteristics (reactance, capacity)
ISO, TSOISO, TSO

PrePre--committed generation (mand. disp., PPAs)committed generation (mand. disp., PPAs)
regulatorsregulators
wholesalers (?)wholesalers (?)
producers (?)producers (?)



Points to discussPoints to discuss

Is it necessary to model the regulated sector Is it necessary to model the regulated sector 
separately?separately?
Treatment of PPAs and the role of wholesalersTreatment of PPAs and the role of wholesalers
Behavioral assumptions about stateBehavioral assumptions about state--owned owned 
producersproducers
Data acquisition strategyData acquisition strategy



Trade patternsTrade patterns
Exports in 2003 (GWh, OECD)Exports in 2003 (GWh, OECD)
TO:                  FROM: AUT CZR HUN POL SLK
Austria 7,627 636
Czech Republic 9,490 539
Hungary 467 9,048
Poland
Slovak Republic 5,279 2,728
Germany 4,118 12,740 282
Italy 1,659
Romania 116
Sweden 2,646
Switzerland 4,061
Ukraine 1,290
Croatia 5,841
Serbia and Montenegro 522
Slovenia 3,083



Trade patternsTrade patterns
Imports in 2003 (GWh, OECD)Imports in 2003 (GWh, OECD)

FROM:                  TO: AUT CZR HUN POL SLK
Austria 467
Czech Republic 7,629 5,819
Hungary 636
Poland 9,429 2,728
Slovak Republic 9,048
Germany 10,168 2,761
Switzerland 372
Belarus 1,226
Ukraine 4,561 931
Slovenia 198


